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The Shawnee Gem & Mineral Club is a non-profit
organization. The purpose is to promote the study and
appreciation of rocks, gems, minerals and fossils. We
teach any and all relevant techniques and the AFMS
CODE of ETHICS. We have a club library that is listed
in the club directory. These books can be checked out on
club nights by prior arrangement. Kept for a month and
returned or pay an overdue at rate agreed on by the club.

Club Information

Meetings
Regular meetings are the second Tuesday
of each month, held at the First United
Bank conference room. 5:30 for juniors
and 6:30 for the regular membership
meetings. The First United Bank is
located at 912 E. Independence Street,
Shawnee, Oklahoma.
The Shawnee Gem & mineral Club is one of the clubs
that make up the OKLAHOMA STATE COUNCIL of
MINERALOGICAL SOCIETIES.
It is a member of THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
FEDERATION of MINERALOGICAL SOCIETIES
and THE AMERICAN FEDERATION of
MINERALOGICAL SOCIETIES.
MEMBERSHIP DUES
Single membership..............................$15.00
Family membership.............................$20.00
Junior membership................................$6.00
Newsletter only......................................$9.00
The Shawnee Slate is now available for free download
on the club web site listed below. It is in the PDF
format. Any photos or graphics in the newsletter can
only be seen in color in the electronic version. There
will be a year printed on your mailing label. This is the
year for which your dues were last paid. Please check
the year and be sure your dues are up to date. Also
notify the editor if there is any mistake in your name,
address, email address or dues paid status.
EXCHANGE BULLETINS WELCOME
For exchange newsletters contact the club via mailing
address listed above.
Permission is granted to reprint articles only if proper
credit is given to the author, Shawnee Slate and the
date.

It is new and interactive! Check it
out every month.
Shawnee Gem & Mineral Club
Shawnee Gem & Mineral Club
Web Site
Web Site
http://www.sgams.net
http://www.sgams.net
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2013
April Birthdays
Randy Collins
April 13
Lou Pickard
April 3
Tina Rimmer
April 28
David Myers
April 23
Marcus carson
April 17
Leah Paltry
April 25
Angela Nelson
April 24
April Anniversaries
Nancy & Mr. Harrod
April 8
Our Sick Members
Lena Hurley is at home and improving. She is
taking PT now.
Please let the editor know if you
or someone we know is sick.
Special Intentions
For those who are ill and ones we don’t know
about. For friends and family we have lost.
Those who have gone on to Rock Hound
Heaven. (Our prayers are with you).
Condolences
April Refreshments
Drinks
Other
Mandie Briant
Bill Marsh
Save canceled stamps
(bring to the membership meeting)
Some people have ask me what this is for.
Found a person in the RMFMS Susan Athens
and ask her. She said (What I do is collect them for
the Federation. We will find someone that will need
them for medical help. For Example time on the kidney
dialysis machine.) So; if you bring them, I will

mail them to her and maybe they will help
some unfortunate person in some way.
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Up Coming Shows and Events
April, 26-28, 2013 Wichita, KS Wichita Gem &
Mineral Society’s annual show, “Treasures of the
Earth”, Cessna Activity Center, 2744 S.
Geo.Washington Blvd; contact Gene Maggard,
316-742-3746,
gandpmaggard@ wildblue.net
April12-14—FORT WORTH, TEXAS: Wholesale and
retail show; EGI Shows; Will Rogers Memorial CenterAmon Carter Exhibit Hall; 3400 Burnett Tandy Dr.; Fri.
11-6, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; adult $3, children free;
contact John Soo, 13337 South St. #633, Cerritos, TX
90703, (714) 494-4546; e-mail: egi168@hotmail.com;
Web site: www.egishows.com
April 13-14—SILOAM SPRINGS, ARKANSAS:
Annual show; Northwest Arkansas Gem & Mineral
Society; Siloam Springs Community Bldg.; 110 N. Mt.
Olive St.; Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-5; adults $3, students $2,
children free with adult; educational display cases,
collections, demonstrations, lapidary, wire jewelry,
flintknapping; contact DeLane Cox, 8152 Spanker
Ridge Dr., Bentonville, AR 72712, (479) 254-0894; email: delanec3@earthlink.net; Web site:
www.nwarockhounds.org
May 4thARLINGTON, TEXAS: Annual rock and gem
swap meet; Arlington Gem & Mineral; Arlington
Clubhouse; 1408 Gibbons Rd.; Sat. 8-1; free admission;
faceting rough and equipment, rock swap, rocks,
equipment, rough, cabs, gems, related items; contact
Jack Spinks, 209 Overlook Dr., Midlothian, TX 76065,
(214) 335-9452; e-mail: jlspinks@sbcglobal.net; Web
site: agemclub.com
May 3-5, 2013 McPherson, KS McPherson Gem &
Mineral Club 21st Annual Sale & Swap,4-H
Fairgrounds, 710 W. Woodside;
mcphersongemmineral@hotmail.com, Kim Vasper
620-241-7732 or Brett Whitenack 620-241-7600
May3-5—OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA:
Wholesale and retail show; EGI Shows; Oklahoma State
Fair Park, Expo Hall #3; 3001 General Pershing Blvd.;
Fri. 11-6, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; adults $3, children free;
contact John Soo, 13337 South St. #633, Cerritos, CA
90703, (714) 494-4546; e-mail: egi168@hotmail.com;
Web site: www.egishows.com

Here are current listings for all over the
country. When you are on vacation, you might
just be near a really great show. Check it out.
http://www.rockngem.com/showdates.asp
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Happy Windy Weird Spring Wonderful Rockhounds!
I've been a busy bee so far this year; busy with moving, performing, working, and planning my
daughter's wedding. I've been busy with everything but my rocks. So, I am super, super ready to
get settled in the new house and start cabbing and silversmithing again. (So many projects, so little
time!)
For our members that weren't able to join us on the A&S Forever Rock Shop in Lindsay field
trip, we missed you, but you know that didn't stop us from having an amazing day. ;) "Where there
are rocks, there is joy!" For those who don't know, "A&S" stands for Ambrosia and Sebastian, the
owners of the A&S Forever Rock Shop. They are the most precious people. Many thanks to Tom
and Diane for organizing our special visit. The shop is like a home town appliance center/cake
decorating supply/furniture store over run with the most beautiful specimens of Brazilian
amethyst quartz crystal geodes and agate (among other things). It was so much fun just to listen to
Sebastian's stories, but of course, we bought stuff too.
In fact, I was proud to use the A&S to acquire my first amethyst specimen: beautiful with large
dark purple crystals and beautiful rough banding on it's edges. (I opted for the raw rock back as
opposed to the painted version, 'cause that's how I roll). I thought the prices very reasonable, but
the smiles and camaradarie were the best. After unstrapping member Sean from Ambrosia's teeter
totter back stretcher, we disbanded only to re‐converge at Kendall's (home of world famous
chicken fry) in Noble. Yes, the chicken fry was amazing, but it was the Southern green beans that
took me right back to Sunday dinners at grandma's! So good! They also offered gluten free options
for our GF friends, and we all left stuffed and happy. (BTW, Kendall's does not take plastic, so
when we do the Lindsey/Noble run again, I'll make sure I use plastic at the rock shop and save my
cash for chicken fried steak instead of the other way around. Lesson learned. Thank you Robin). To
top off our wonderful day, we visited the Rose Rock Museum in Noble. They have some of the
largest barite roses I've ever seen. It was fun to see us all file into the little museum, mill around,
and file out again. The sun was shining. It was a beautiful day for a road trip. I'm ready to do it
again.
Rumor has it that our fieldtrip coordinator Ms. Mandie has been scouting out a place near
Wewoka. I'm looking forward to her update at our next meeting.
Here's to hoping all our gardening rockhound's seedlings make it through this weird cold spell,
Hugs, hugs and more hugs, Shanda *************************************************
Our Family Rock Adventurers for March
by: The Briant Kids
We didn't get to spend a lot of time hunting rocks this month, but we did find some cool stuff.
We were able to attend the Ada Rock show and we seen so many beautiful rocks. We traded some Boley Agates for
a nice, big Morocco Trilobite. It is our first one and we love it. We also bought some bags that had small pieces of
shale in them and it also had some small fossils mixed in it. We found clams, snails, sharks teeth, crinoids and so
much more.
We also went river hunting on the South Canadian River. We found some alibates flint, a fossil bone, a lot of
petrified wood, and maybe some jasper. We also found 2 prices of something called common opal. We had fun, and
of coarse played in a bit of water. We will do this more when the weather warms up.
We also got to spend a week at our grandpa's in western Oklahoma. While there we went on an 8 mile horse
and wagon ride. We stopped about halfway and explored an area near the Washita River. We did a lot of splashing
around.While there, we found a huge piece of petrified wood. It was a neat find.We can't wait to see what April
brings.
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Shawnee Gem and Mineral Club
Minutes March 5, 2013
President Shanda McDonnald called the meeting to order by giving information about the upcoming
Lindsay Rock Shop field trip. We will be meeting at the shop around 10:00 and then traveling to Noble to
eat at Kendell’s Restaurant in Noble.
Darla introduced her son David from Wyoming. We are glad you joined us.
Minutes approved by motion from Tom Morris and seconded by Marcus Carson.
Treasurer’s report given by Tom Morris.
George brought to the club’s attention that we should be careful about how the club spends its money
because we need to stay under legal guidelines in which Shanda assured him that we were just joking
about the discussion we had at the February meeting about how we should spend the club’s money. I
am not sure he was convinced.
Correspondence
Shanda received from a friend a list of all of the fossil sites in Oklahoma. This may lead to some really
fun and interesting field trips.
Dianna Morris received a phone call from a man in Ft. Worth who used to know some people in Lawton
and was looking for some information about the Dolese Rock Quarry and a man by the name of Bill May.
George informed her that the quarry is off limits because some people were selling (on the internet)
items they had gathered from the quarry. No one had any information about Bill May.
Sunshine report was given by Zelda Stewart and birthday and anniversary wishes were extended to all
who had reason to celebrate.
Llewellyn shared that Lena Hurley was transferred to a hospital in OKC and is improving, being able to
walk and do physical therapy. She is recovering from encephalitis, which began as the flu. We are
hoping and praying that she continues to improve.
At this point our president revealed her dual personality by carrying on a short conversation with herself.
It was quite entertaining. Apparently the upcoming field trip to A and S Forever Rock Shop will be her first
exposure to a real, live rock shop. Directions to Lindsay were discussed.
Dottie informed the club that a field trip was being sponsored by the OMGS to the gravel pit from 8:00 to
12:00 south of OKC on Saturday as well.
Llewellyn attended the Ada Rock Show and spoke to Bob and Nancy Hicks. She asked them if they
knew the exact date that the club was started and they replied that Tom Morris would know, in which a
wave of laughter erupted from the members. If you don’t know why this was so funny, read the January
club minutes. Llewellyn went on to inform the members that the club was started in (Tom piped in
“1989”) as Llewellyn finished, “1988”. Again, a wave of laughter. This would be our 25th year. They said
they might join us for a meeting in the near future. Shanda said that she would get in touch with Mr.
Turnupseed to let him know that our club is still here and that if he found a big vein of “whatever shiny” to
let us know so that we could partake of the excitement.
Shanda shared that she would like to plan a trip to a cavern sometime this year in which George
responded by sharing an exciting story about a trip he made years ago to a cavern.
Shanda asked if anyone was working on anything special to which Bob Pickard showed us a portrait of
Audrey Hepburn that he had sandblasted. Thanks, Bob, for sharing your art with the club. It was
beautiful. Just to let the members know, this was a practice run for a larger work that he and Tracie
Portrey produced for a customer. The “big one” was even more beautiful. I am not sure if it is still at his
shop downtown, but if it is, it is worth stopping in for a look.
Rock Hound Daz was a great success. Thanks to all who participated.
New Business George reminded the Juniors to get their page going for the newsletter and maybe do
some work for the web page. He also asked whether the Juniors wanted to continue working on projects
at 5:30. using some of the club’s financial resources to purchase supplies for some of these projects
was discussed.
Cont. Pg 4
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Cont. from Pg 03 Randy has a new metal lathe. Shanda is quite excited about this. Darlene is working
on some bracelets.
Tony asked about club shirts in which a short discussion ensued.
Mandie Briant shared some disappointing news about finding a great spot for hunting brachiopods
in sandstone just south of Ada, but when they went back the following weekend, it had been bulldozed.
She said, “If you snooze, you could lose.”
Shanda is getting ready to move back into her new house with plans to have the Christmas party
there. If you haven’t seen her house, she has posted a picture on Facebook. It looks like a great place
to make lots of beautiful memories.
Sign up for refreshments!
Meeting adjourned at 6:56 p.m.
Robin Elliott

Secretary

Are You a New Rockhound?
What to do? -- Have you decided yet? If you’re a new rockhound you may be confused by the many
phases of our hobby. Do you wonder just, which Earth Science suits you best? Perhaps a little
vocational guidance will help you make up your mind...
THE HOARDER:
Are you a hoarder at heart? Are your closet,, attic and basement bulging at the seams with things you
just can’t bear to part with? If the answer is yes, I suggest you become a MINERAL COLLECTOR.
(WARNING—be sure you have at least one empty room before you start, because you won’t be able to
part with any of your collection and it will grow at an alarming speed.) if you are an apartment dweller, try
collecting miniatures, and if your hacienda has only one room to hang your hat, micromounts are the
thing for you. If you have a pack-rat personality, you can enjoy collecting beautiful minerals and crystals
no matter how limited your space.
THE PERFECTIONIST:
Are you a perfectionist? Do you admire the perfect shape and beautiful color? If so, you’re a born
LAPIDARY. No lop-sidled cabochons for you! They will all come out with perfect contours and you can
be sure your cab, will have a mirror-like polish every time.
LIKE NUMBERS?
Are you good at mathematics? Do you have the touch of a gentle breeze? May I suggest you try
FACETING? This is one hobby where, a mind with a mathematical flair can whiz through a set of angles
that would baffle a lesser genius. The results are probably more spectacular than of any other ‘facets’ of
our hobby.
HOW ABOUT VARIETY?
Do you find it hard to stick to one thing for very long? May I suggest NOVELTIES? You can try polishing
flats and then use them for pen bases Try cab, and if you tire of them, make a picture out of them. Try a
sphere and if you never get beyond the pre-form stage, make it into a paperweight. Do you think
leftovers taste better than the original dish? Thee I suggest TUMBLING for you. Just pick up all the
leftover rocks around the house and put them into the tumbler. You’ll be surprised what comes out! OR,
are you like a child on Christmas morning? For you, I suggest FLUORESCENTS. Each time you look
over your collection, you will recapture the beauty of a lighted Christmas tree.
Do you keep a diary?
Are you fascinated by history and the records of past life on this planet? You are the one to collect
FOSSILS. You will find a wonderful pastime and sermons in hones, collecting the remains of these past
earthlings.
Seriously, there are so many avenues to explore in the earth sciences. In addition, there’s CARVING,
JEWELRY MAKING and WEEKEND FIELD TRIPS, all worth a try! You would be wise to investigate
them all until you find one (or several) that suits you best. HAVE FUN AND GOOD LUCK!
From ESCOMO, 11/87; via The Rock-It, 10/09
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How to keep ice COLD in
the desert (or Oklahoma)
January 29, 2012 by Lynn Bremner
Tips on how to keep your cooler cold, your ice from
melting too fast and your food fresh when traveling
in the desert.
by Lynn Bremner of DesertUSA.com
One of the challenges of camping in the desert is
keeping your ice cold and thus keeping your food and
beverages cold and edible. How can you preserve your
ice so it doesn’t melt so quickly? How can you keep
your food from getting soggy from the melted ice? How
can you keep a cooler cold for 5 to 10 days if ice is not
available for purchase nearby? These are some of the
most common questions asked by campers.
What type of cooler should you use?
There are many types of coolers to choose from,
including metal, plastic, Styrofoam, soft-sided nylon and
hard-sided plastic. The soft-sided nylon coolers and
Styrofoam coolers are suitable for day trips. If you are
camping overnight or going on a longer trip, it is very
important to get a durable cooler that can keep your food
and beverages cold over a period of time. Metal coolers
hold heat longer when left in the sun, so plastic coolers
are the most popular choice for campers.
One brand of plastic cooler mentioned numerous times
in reviews, in blogs, and in articles, is the Coleman
Xtreme Cooler. The Xtreme can keep ice frozen for up
to five days in 90 degree F heat. It’s available in a
variety of sizes including 52-, 62-, 70-, and 100-quart,
and can be purchased with or without wheels. Another
thermal-efficient cooler is the Max Cool Series made by
Igloo.
When selecting a plastic or hard-sided cooler, make sure
to choose a cooler that has an insulated lid with a tight
seal. Wheels and big handles for easier management are
also beneficial features. Make sure your cooler has a
plug on the bottom for water drainage.
Preparation
Pre-chill your drinks and food before placing the items
in the cooler. You’ll extend the life of your ice by prechilling all items. You can also pre-chill your cooler by
filling it with ice to chill the interior, prior to packing it
with food and beverages.
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Freeze plastic bottles of water or canned drinks that
are not carbonated, such as Hansen’s fruit juices. The
frozen drinks will act as ice and will keep the other
items in your cooler colder. You can also freeze water
or other non-carbonated beverages in gallon milk or
juice jugs. They can be consumed when the liquid
inside melts.
Freeze meat, and any other food that can be frozen, to
help keep the food cold and fresh. Freeze bread and
other food items that don’t require refrigeration, and
store these items in a dry cooler without ice to keep
food fresh and dry.
Line your cooler with Reflectix (aluminized bubble
wrap). You can find it at most home improvement
stores. It was invented to insulate homes and
buildings. Smart campers came up with the idea to use
Reflectix to keep the heat out and the cold air in
coolers. Cut the Reflectix into pieces that fit, lining
the inside of your cooler, including the top/lid. You
can even throw a sheet of Reflectix over the outside of
your cooler to further insulate it.
Packing your cooler
Pack items in your cooler in chronological order
based on when you plan to use or consume the items.
Put the items you will use last on the bottom of the
cooler, and those you will need access to first, on top.
Cold air travels down, so pack the items in the cooler
first and then pack either crushed ice or block ice on
top. Make sure you pack your cooler tight as air
pockets can increase the temperature inside.
Pack perishables such as meat or dairy products
directly on the ice. Put food in zip-lock plastic bags or
in plastic containers to keep it dry as the ice melts.
For longer trips it’s a good idea to keep your
beverages in a separate cooler that can be opened
more frequently. Put all of your food in another cooler
and open it less often.
The Ice
What type of ice should you use? Crushed ice cools
items faster, but ice blocks last longer. Block ice is
recommended for trips that are more than one or two
days. Dry ice will last the longest and keep your food
dry, but requires some special handling.
You can freeze water in quart-sized zip-lock bags.
They will work just like ice packs, but won’t leak
water as they melt. In addition, the bags of water,
once melted, can be refrozen and used again.
Cont. Page 06
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As noted above, frozen water
bottles, milk or juice jugs filled with water or juice can be
used in place of, or with ice cubes or blocks. Frozen blue
ice packs also work well in place of ice.
If you are going on a trip where you will not be able to
purchase ice or where you need your cooler to stay cold for
several days or weeks, consider dry ice. Dry ice comes in
blocks wrapped in paper. Keep the paper on the dry ice or
wrap it in newspaper or craft paper. Don’t pick up the dry
ice with your bare hands. Use gloves or some sort of
barrier between your skin and the dry ice as it will burn
your skin.
Dry ice will crack a plastic cooler if it is sitting directly on
the bottom of the cooler or touching the sides. The dry ice
needs to be wrapped in paper (NOT plastic), and placed on
a rack or barrier so it doesn’t crack your cooler. You can
cut down a cheap Styrofoam cooler, place the dry ice in the
bottom of the cut down portion, and then place that inside
of the plastic cooler. This creates a barrier between the dry
ice and the plastic sides and bottom of the cooler. You
might also try putting a stainless steel dish rack with legs
in the bottom of the cooler and then placing the dry ice on
the rack. Stainless steel dish racks can be found in most
stores that sell kitchenware.
Anything stored right next to dry ice will freeze. Keep this
in mind when packing fruit, dairy products or other items
that you don’t want to freeze. Dry ice does not melt, it
sublimates and keeps items cold or frozen, and dry.
Another idea is to pack the dry ice in a separate cooler and
surround it with frozen blue ice packs. Don’t put any food
or beverages in this cooler, just the dry ice with frozen
blue ice packs. Once the blue ice packs in your food or
beverage cooler are used up, switch the blue ice packs with
fresh ones out of the dry ice cooler. It’s a great way to
refreeze your blue ice packs and avoid damage to your
food by freezing it too much with dry ice.
Does Salt Keep Your Ice Colder?
Fact or fiction . . . does salt keep your ice colder? Well,
kind of. Salt melts ice. When salt is mixed with water and
ice together, it can bring the freezing temperature of the
water to a lower degree, making the water colder without
freezing it. What this means is that the combination of salt,
ice and water creates really cold water. The down side is
that salt also causes the ice to melt, and the goal of keeping
your ice cold for a long period of time is to keep the ice
from melting.
The ice/water/salt combo is s a great trick if you are having
a party, run out of cold drinks and need to chill something
quickly. Put some water in a big bucket or pot, put the
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add ice and salt to the water and stir the mixture.
Put the container with the salt water mixture and
the drinks in the freezer and those beverages will be
chilled in a matter of minutes. Or keep the mixture
out and spin the drinks in the fluid – that will also
speed up the chilling process. If you don’t spin the
beverages or put the mixture in the freezer it will
still chill the drinks faster than ice alone or your
refrigerator would without the ice/water/salt
mixture.
During your trip . . .
Once you arrive at your camping location be sure to
keep your coolers in the shade and out of the sun.
You can put an old sleeping bag over them for
further insulation. You can also use a tarp or
Reflectix to keep the sun off the cooler. Ice will last
twice as long when your cooler is placed in the
shade.
Only open your coolers when necessary and when
you do open the cooler, close it right away. Don’t
drain the cold water from freshly melted ice out of
the cooler, as the cold water helps keeps the items
in the cooler cold. Drain the water only when
necessary to create more space in the cooler or
when adding more ice.
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So many of you ask about the salad I made for last months refreshments
and wanted the recipe I decided to put it in the newsletter. Thank You all for the
compliments. I must have done an extra special job on it this month. The
recipe came from one of those “made to sell” cookbooks I bought at the Red
Cross in Lawton when I went to my annual CPR training, years ago.
The above recipe is what I started with years ago. But I don’t use raw
onions in my cooking so eliminated that and decided to put in cauliflower
instead. I don’t go by those amounts either, I gage the amounts by the size of
bowl I need for a given event that I am preparing it for. I use about 2/3rds
broccoli and 1/3 cauliflower. I use an entire package of bacon, try to get 16
ounces, the more the better. I use the Mexican cheese blend (without
seasoning) to get both white and yellow cheese. This too the amount depends
on the bowl. I put those four ingredients in the bowl, which is near full and mix it
all up. If it looks light on any ingredient I add more of that one. Put that in the
refrig covered.
The dressing I use the ingredients listed above, but not the amounts. With
the big event bowl I had at the meeting I usually have about 1/2 or more of a
bottle of Mayonnaise in the refrig. I take that add some mild red vinegar to the
bottle and shake it until mixed. Then I add usually about 3 tablespoons of
sugar, (the 1/2 cup listed above is way too much) the salt and pepper to taste
and shake it all up again. Then I taste it. If it is not to my liking I add more of
whatever it needs to taste right.
I refrigerate the dressing separate from the salad and add it just before it
is served. I wish you success with it as it is all a matter of your taste. Thanks
Again for the compliments.
Llewellyn

